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Condition, and it’s Condition

- Condition -30
- Vigor - 20
- Placement on Stem - 20
- Substance of Flowers - 10
  (Thickness of the Petals - Creppy or Papery)
- Form of Flowers - 10
- Color of Flowers - 10
Standard vs Not-up-to-Par
WINNERS
Class Act
‘Jack-o-lantern’
Special Collections
A4 Collection
Unjudged GCV Collection A3
Special Collections Revisited
Potted Lilies
Doubles ‘Distant Drums’
Preparing Lilies for the Show

- Buds closed or just open
- Slightly wilted
- One-third of the stem
- GROOMING
- Staging
The Mystery of Identifying Lilies

LABEL THEM!! In the garden, on a map, a tattoo

B&D Lilies (Where the GCV Collections are bought)

Johan Mak, Jr. Flamingo & Co

Lily Nook (reference library).....Gloeckner...

Google images for *Lilium****
Growing Lilies in Madison and Orange Counties

USDA Soil Survey

No matter what type of soil you have, you want to amend it so that it is loose.

- Peat moss, Sand
- Garden soil, Mulch
- Fertilizer (another topic for another time)
- **Let's Grow Lilies**
- Raised Beds/Good Drainage
- Cool feet and Hot heads (Petunias and Heuchera)
- Rodents (get a cat)
Virtual Vs Reality
(Patsy & DeLane)
Learn MORE!

- Go to Shows and CLERK
- NALS and GCA Judging School
- Share lilies with others (Wine and Lilies)
- Visit gardens
Q&A
Thank You!
Thank you to all the Organizations Involved